INTREN is an award-winning WBE specialty contractor that serves the nation’s largest utilities, private contractors and developers, municipalities, and cooperatives—during fair weather and in times of need. Since 1988, we have assisted during some of the largest and most complex storm recovery efforts in the U.S., including hurricanes Katrina, Sandy, Harvey, and Irma; the Rochelle, Illinois, tornado; and the deadly Northern California Carr fire.

We are always ready to assist with restoration and rebuilding efforts throughout the country. Our emergency deployment program is known for quick mobilization, and safe and efficient performance. Our crews complete the highest quality of work even in the worst of conditions.

OUR STORM RESPONSE CAPABILITIES INCLUDE:

- On-call 24/7 support
- Rapid deployment for any natural disasters, including hurricanes, tornados, flooding, ice storms, earthquakes, and fires
- Highly trained crews experienced in emergency situations
- An entire fleet with GPS and mobile dispatching functionality
- Properly tooled line trucks and storm trailers
- Fleet mechanics, equipped with a mobile shop on wheels, who travel with crews
- Specialized off-road equipment

OTHER ELECTRICAL SERVICES:

- Transmission
- Substation
- Overhead distribution
- Underground residential distribution
- Heavy underground network systems
- Distribution fault repair
- Directional boring
- Specialty services

FEATURED PROJECT

INTREN mobilized more than 400 employees and 275 pieces of equipment and sent them to Florida from Illinois, Missouri, Wisconsin, and Ohio during what was one of the most deadly and destructive hurricanes ever documented. By the time Irma made its way across the state in 2017, 6.8 million people were without power. Crews worked tirelessly in 12-hour shifts over a four-week period amid record temperatures, humidity, high winds, and rain—along with downed trees and saturated grounds—to restore power to grateful citizens.
INTREN is changing the face of construction. We've been outperforming for our customers for 30 years—integrating our core values into the way we do business and serving as stewards of our customers' goals.

INTREN’s emergency storm response team is ready to get on the road. Our crews can be wherever, whenever they’re needed. Just call 815.923.2300 and tell our operators that you have a storm emergency, or dial extension 4 during non-business hours to be transferred to our 24-hour call center.

OutPerforming. Everyday.